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Accurate Digital Temperature Control This may be the first (and perhaps only) tutorial on how to assemble a collection bag for Arizer 'Extreme-I' Vaporizer. The lower seam of my collection bag recently started leaking steam, so I needed to collect my spare bag for use as a replacement, but no longer had my instructions to do so. This tutorial was inspired by the absurd amount of
time I spent scouring the internet for instructions and tutorials, only to find none (except for the PDF original written instructions, the plentiful effluence indecorously entangled in everything). Of the dozens I've seen, no videos have shown how to assemble a bag. If you're new to Extreme-I, have one already, or are considering buying one, then watch this short video all the way
through. In the first half, you'll watch and learn how to assemble a collection bag. In the second half, you'll see some ideas on how to wape with the bag. Others will surely need this information too, so please help them find it easier in finding by clicking Like... Thank you! (Also, be sure to see my review of Extreme-I, soon)! Author: HerbalSweetleaf Extreme from Arizer fills the list
of features with a wide range of temperatures, like whip and bag options, and remote control! Immerse yourself in our quick start guide to get up to speed and start vaping with your Extreme. With the box the number of pieces and accessories can be a bit overwhelming, but Arizer included everything you may need for your Extreme, and more. Extreme -Vaporizer Whip with glass
end and adapter Two Cyclone Bowls Two bags with a glass end piece and o-ring (one bag tied, one bag not tied) Mini whip for bags remote control adapter Aromatherapy dish glass mix tool Two additional glass parts end Extra screens Multiple controls While you can control everything from the onboard display, Arizer went one step further and the remote control of your desk You
can warm it up with certain temperatures, or at a given remote rate all the way through the room, change the fan speed, set a session timer, and even adjust the light settings. We will use on-board controls for this first session. Heat it to press the bottom left power button on the block to light the heater. Use the button up and down to the right of the display to set the temperature to
390 degrees Fahrenheit (199 degrees Celsius) for this first session. If you're looking for thicker hits out of the gate, start with 420 F (215 C). The red light under the Heat will flash when it heats up and come out when it has reached your temperature. If you Thicker steam from the start, place the cyclone bowl on top as it heats up to warm it up. Let's get your herbs ready at the
same time. The average extreme grind is pretty flexible when it comes to grinding herbs, but we offer medium consistency for this If you bought a vape from Veip Planet, our included grinder works just fine. Grind some herbs and fill the cyclone bowl loosely, somewhere from a quarter to three quarters of the way up to the bottom of the black protective coating. More than that and
you don't get a consistent roast. Hit the whip is great for long, elongated sessions. Connect the end with a glass adapter in a bowl, and draw hard enough to move the grass around. Shoot for a good 10 to 15 seconds draw. The cyclone bowl is designed to set your herbs around as you draw to reduce stirring, but like any convection of the veep, stirring can help. Drawing too slowly
or too fast creates a subtle, underwhelming pair, so if you have trouble finding the right draw speed, grab the remote control and tap the fan speed of three for an auxiliary hit. Blast the Extreme bag is one of the few desktop vapes that allows you to choose between a whip or a bag. To blow up the bag, pack the bowl as before, attach the mini whip to the bowl and then plug the
mouthpiece bag into the mini whip. Turn on the fan, either the second or third level, and fill the bag. Steam can become harsher the longer it sits, so don't fill it any more than you'll use for five minutes. Once it is full to your liking, turn off the fan and remove the mouthpiece from the mini whip. Use your finger to cover the hole, or you will lose a few fumes. Clean after you're done
with your session, turn off the heater and clean the bowl and whip any leftovers. It's easier to do while still warm, but be careful not to burn yourself. The black protective coating will be warm to the touch, but the glass below will stay a lot hot a bit. Find the settings! Extreme th performs like a champion when you get all the details in place. Different grinding machines, packets,
temperature or speed of anyone can radically change your sessions. If you want a softer, balmy session, lower the temperature and take soft draws. If you're looking for massive clouds that will make you tap, pick up the tempo, pack in a little more grass, and take more hits. Mess around a bit and find the perfect setup that works best for you. Okay, maybe I'm too high, maybe I'm
just an idiot (probably the last one), but I'm having trouble figuring out how to put the bag on the balloon stalk. Is there an easy way to put an O Ring around the bag and you need both? Or... is it just necessary to be on reliably? In advance thanks for helpPage 2 Arizer Extreme was introduced to the market to be a lower priced competitor for Volcano Classic and Volcano Digit. The
model is designed to be used as a or dry herb vaporizer. Pros: Arizer Extreme is a highly versatile allows you to veep with a balloon, tap pipe or remote control whip makes Arizer Extreme and the easy-to-use brand Arizer has one of the longest warrants available Model well built and very quiet Cons: Arizer Extreme has more time filling the steam ball than volcano balloons do not
have a valve integrated into the design, so if not careful, They can leak glass components will become hot during use and will need to cool down before refueling Manual Control on the vaporizer are more difficult to use than other Arizer Extreme models - Review Rating: 8/10 vaporPlants Using coupon code 'VPR' to keep 10% off - Price - Arizer Extreme - retail price is $350, and
can be found around $270, which makes it in the middle of the table price. - Reputation - For the most part, Arizer Extreme has an excellent reputation. Most reviews and vape shop owners sing praises of the quality of the pair, as the glass mouthpiece eliminates impurities that can affect the taste. Some people believe that the advanced features of this model don't add enough
value to justify their price, but even these people usually give the model a good rating in terms of steam quality. - Guarantee - The ceramic element inside Arizer Extreme and Vaporizer relies on a lifetime warranty, giving it one of the longest guarantees in the industry. There is also a 3-year warranty on general craftsmanship and other parts. - Preparation time - Compared to the
Digit volcano, Arizer Extreme has a slower preparation time, as it can take up to 2 minutes to fill the balloon with dense steam; However, if you use other drawing techniques, Extreme will be ready to use faster. Keep in mind that while the plastic vaporizer case remains cool to the touch, the glass components do grow hot with use. If you want to recharge the vaporizer, you
probably need to turn it off and wait 10 to 15 minutes in order to be cool enough to handle. - Portability, size and privacy - Arizer Extreme is a desktop model that is not designed for portable devices. The model measures 6 inches in diameter at the bottom and 7.5 inches in height, making it slightly more compact than a volcano vaporizer. You will be able to keep it out of sight when
it is not in use. - Ease of use - How easy Arizer Extreme will be for you to use will depend on whether you use the remote control or controls on the actual vaporizer. The remote control makes the model extremely easy to operate and allows you to get reliable results. By comparison, manual control on the device is much more difficult to operate. You want to be sure to keep the
remote control in an easily accessible place where it doesn't get lost. If you decide to use Arizer Extreme with a bag, you don't have to master any breathing techniques. Using a whip or water pipe with a vaporizer may take some time to master; However, it is one of the few vaporizer models that allows you to use all three methods to draw. - Heating and temperature regulators -
Arizer Extreme Extreme air convection vaporizer with reliable temperature control, which significantly reduces the chances of combustion. One important consideration is that the temperature listed on the front is that of the heating core, not the temperature of the dry herbs. This confuses some users. - Power - Arizer Extreme - connects to a standard wall socket for work. Tips for
using Arizer Extreme - For best results, pack dry herbs into the elbow glass component rather than in a cyclone bowl. This will help you get tighter steam. If you want to use arize Extreme as an aromatherapy device or deodorize the room, follow the steps above, but place a medley or essential oils in the Cyclone Bowl. Turn on the fan at low or medium speed to help spread the
scent throughout the room using the whip. How to use Extreme with Whip: If you are interested in vaping with Extreme and Vaporizer included whip, Just Follow These Steps: Connect Extreme and use a remote control or LCD screen to set the temperature Allow the unit to heat for 15 minutes Use the herbal meat grinder for your herbal mixture Place the mixture in the cyclone
bowl and put the bowl on the heating unit Connect elbow to the elbow steam too hot, try to inhale a little faster After every four to five draws from the mouthpiece, stop and use the mixer to mix your mixture. This will help ensure that the herbal mixture you choose completely evaporates when finished, allow the bowl to cool down and then empty it note: You can turn the fan on the
veep with a whip using forced air technology. How to use Extreme with a Balloon Bag: Veip with ARISER Extreme Forced Air, Follow this Process: Connect in AR'ER Extreme and Vaporizer Use remote control or LCD screen to set the temperature allow the unit to heat up within 15 minutes grind the herbal mixture Attach the mini whip to the bag by sliding it into place a mix in the
Cyclone Bowl and put the bowl on the warm unit To bowl the cyclone by turning it into place Turn the fan onto the highest setting Wait bag to fill the fan from disconnect the mini whip from the bowl and then out of the bag Hold your finger over the mouthpiece until you are ready to inhale the extreme vapor - features the LCD display screen lights for the fan, the timer and the power
levels turn off/ that is used to select the temperature, turn on and off the base light, adjust the fan speed and install the automatic timer trip Fan Keys - Tap the '1' fan key for the low, '2' fan key for the average '3' fan key for high speed Light Key - Tap once to turn on the base light. Click again to turn off power Key - Click once to turn on the device and turn off its 2H key again -
Click Tap Turn on 2-hour off timer 4H Key - Click to turn on 4-hour off timer 0H Key - Click, To undo or disable the Audio Key timer - Tap once to turn on the BEEP noise feature and turn off the temperature keys again - Click to automatically reheat the device to 50, 100, 200, 210, or 220 degrees Fahrenheit plus and minus the keys - Use these keys to manually adjust the
temperature up or down Your Extreme q should be cleaned on a regular basis to keep it in the best possible condition. Follow these tips for best results: Always turn off the device and let it cool completely before cleaning Use an alcohol and cotton swab or pipe cleaner to clean the glass components. Rinse with hot water after cleaning to remove unwanted steam residue Simple
wet cloth can be used to clean the shelter and remote control If any debris falls into the countertop vaporizer, turn it off and invert it to shake out the lost material What is included in the ARIER Extreme? 1 Steam block 1 Glass-ended glass end and adapter 2 Cyclone Bowls 2 High-quality collection bags, Complete with glass-end pieces and O-rings to facilitate the connection of the
3-inch mini-whip for use with a collection of bags 1 Remote control with a three-volt lithium battery 1 110-220-volt power adapter 1 Aroma therapy dish 1 Glass stirrer 2 additional glass parts end 1 pack replacement screens To provide a safe and enjoyable experience of vaping Always follow these safety tips: The cyclone bowl will become very hot during use. Allow it to cool
completely and grab it with a black heatproof ring to safely empty its all-glass hot components when the device is in use. Do not touch them or place them on any surface that is not protected from heat Never run hot glass components under cold water. This can cause the destruction of Let Extreme and cool completely before handling the handle all the glass components gently.
Don't force the parts together. If the piece is stuck, wiggle it gently to loosen each herbal mixture will reach optimal evaporation at different temperatures Always on the start of vaping with low temperature setting and increase as needed Only to work Extreme on a flat surface Keep the air intake at the bottom of the Extreme and unobstructed at all times Do not leave the large
vaporizer within reach of children or pets. Use only approved accessories to avoid breakdown and damage Turn Extreme if you don't use, if you see any signs of damage such as a crack or scratch, do not use a vaporizer until it will not Hold Extreme cords on flat surfaces. They should not hang on the edge of the table Do not use Extreme in water or around liquids. Never dip a
vaporizer into water, even if it's off, don't store the vaporizer in any extremely hot and cold temperatures - it's a dry grass model that boasts boasts A quiet internal fan to use during a forced air operation. This particular desktop vaporizer has become extremely popular in vape stores around the world. This model offers users the flexibility of a veep with a collectible bag or whip.
More information about this revolutionary Arizer Extreme is available below. Please note that if you have any questions, suggestions or concerns, please feel free to send us a message. Back on top of Robert Glidewell Glidewell
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